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Abstract. This paper reviews and classifies most of the common types of 
search techniques that have been applied on the Holy Quran. Then, it addresses 
the limitations of these methods. Additionally, this paper surveys most existing 
Quranic ontologies and what are their deficiencies. Finally, it explains a new 
search tool called: a semantic search tool for Al-Quran based on Qur’anic on-
tologies.  This tool will overcome all limitations in the existing Quranic search 
applications. 
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1 Introduction 

The Holy Quran (Al Quran) is sacred Arabic text [1]. Al Quran contains about 79,000 
words forming 114 chapters [1]. The techniques used to retrieve information from Al 
Quran can be classified into two types: a semantic-based and a keyword-based tech-
nique. The semantic-based technique is a concept-based search tool that retrieves 
results based on word meaning, or concept match, whereas the keyword-based tech-
nique returns results based on letters matching word(s) queries [2]. The majority of 
Quranic search tools employ the keyword search technique. 

The existing Quranic semantic search techniques are: an ontology-based [3], a syn-
onyms-set [4] and a cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) technique [5]. The 
ontology-based approach searches for the concept(s) matching a user words query. 
Then, this technique returns verses related to these concept(s). The synonyms-set 
technique produces all synonyms of the query words using WordNet. After that, it 
finds all Quranic verses matching these words’ synonyms. CLIR translates words of 
an input query to another language and then retrieves verses that contain words 
matching the translated words. 

Several deficiencies exist with the Quranic verses (Ayat) retrieved for a query us-
ing the existing keyword search techniques.  These problems are: irrelevant verses are 
retrieved, relevant verses are not retrieved or the order of retrieved verses is not 
ranked [4]. The keyword-based technique’s limitations include misunderstanding the 
exact meaning of input words forming a query and neglecting some theories of infor-
mation retrieval [8]. 

Moreover, current Quranic semantic search techniques have some limitations about 
finding requested information. This is because these semantic searches use uncom-



pleted Holy Quran ontology. Additionally, these concepts have different scopes and 
formats [9]. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is Literature review containing a re-
view of the structure of the Holy Quran, Quranic search applications, previous re-
search on Quranic search tools and existing ontologies of Al Quran. Section 3 de-
scribes the methodology of Arabic Quranic Search Tool Based on Ontology. Finally, 
Section 4 concludes the critical points in this paper. 

2 Literature review 

2.1 Structure of the Holy Quran 

Challenging points regarding the natural structure of the Holy Quran exist when ap-
plying NLP technologies. First, a concept could be mentioned in different verses. For 
example, the concept of the Hell (ケゅ⇒⇒レャや) is discussed in various chapters and verses. 
Additionally, one verse may contain many themes. For example, verse 40 of Chapter 
78 contains only seven words describing five different concepts such as Allah, Hu-
mans, chastisement, person and, the Judgment day [8]. Another unique style of the 
Quran is that one concept is mentioned using different words, depending on the con-
text. For example, Muhammad (ギヨエョ) is the same as Ahmad (ギヨェぺ), and Mozzammil 
(モ∂ョ ∂ゴ ⊥ョ). Additionally, a term may also refer to entirely different things, depending on 
the context: for example, L-jannat ‘るｚレ ∠イ∇ャや’ might refer to a heaven or a garden. Addi-
tionally, two different words may have the same letters but have different diacritics. 
For example, ‘ イャやるレ ’ represents two distinct words: ‘るｚレ ∠イ∇ャや’ means paradise, and ‘るｚレ ⌒イャや’ 
means ghosts (see Table 1). 

Table 1. Search results of  るレイャや based on concepts 

Arabic Pronunciation  English meaning Arabic word No. of verses 
L-jannat Paradise るレ ∠イャや 109 
a醸昭ダbu    L-jannat Companions of Paradise るレイャや ゆゅエタや 14 
L-jannat Garden るレ ∠イャや 14 
Jinnat Ghost るレ ⌒∂イャや 10 
Junnat cover るレ ｘイャや 2 
 
Finally, the text of the Holy Quran is written in the classical Arabic language, 

which is slightly different from the modern Arabic language. This will cause a gap 
between the query and retrieved verses. 

2.2 Quranic Search Applications 

Desktop and Web applications have been developed to retrieve knowledge from Al 
Quran. The majority of these applications use keyword search techniques. However, 
some researchers have proposed frameworks for a Quranic semantic search tool based 
on concepts. 



Khazain-ul-Hidayat[10], and Zakr [11] are free desktop applications that enable 
user to read, listen to and search the Quran in many different languages. These appli-
cations are mainly designed to be aid tools for teaching the Quran. A user can search 
Al Quran by querying a word or by entering a verse number. When the user queries a 
word, the results will include all verses containing any forms of this query word based 
on the stem of query words. For example, if the query word is ‘ゲミク’, then the retrieved 
verses will contain other forms of ‘ゲミク’, such as ‘ゲミクや’, ‘りゲミグゎ’, ‘りゲミグゎ’, ‘ラヱゲミやグャや’, and 
‘ンゲミク’. 

Almonagib alqurany   (ヶルやゲボャや ょボレヨャや) [12], Islam web [13], Tanzil [14], Quranic Ar-
abic Corpus   (QAC) [15], KSU Quran [17], The Quran [18] and the Noble Quran 
[16]  are online Web applications that enable users to read, listen to and search Al 
Quran in different languages. Users can select a specific chapter, verse or word. In the 
case of searching by a word, these applications will return all verses that have words 
belonging to the same root of the query word. 

Semantic Quran [19] is an online search tool application that allows a user to 
search verses based on concepts. In this application, each verse has a set of tags that 
are concepts. Additionally, not all verses are completely tagged. Therefore, the user 
can participate in tagging any verse. The idea behind this application is that many 
verses in the Holy Quran relate to certain concepts even though these verses do not 
have any common words. 

2.3 Conducted Research on Quranic Search Tools 

A lot of computational research has been carried out on Al Quran. The following 
review is about the IR and semantic search research. 

[20] proposed a new Arabic question-answering system in the domain of Al Quran. 
The system prompts users to enter an Arabic question about Al Quran. Then, this 
system retrieves relevant Quranic verses with their Arabic descriptions from Ibn 
Kathir’s book. This system uses 1,217 Quranic concepts integrated from the Quranic 
Arabic Corpus Ontology [15] and Quranic Topic Ontology [21].  It is claimed that 
retrieved results’ accuracy can reach 65% using the top result. This system has three 
phases for answering a question: question analysis using the ‘Morphological Analysis 
and Disambiguation of Arabic’ tool (MADA) [22], IR using ‘explicit analysis ap-
proach’ [23] and answer extraction. This proposed system does not recommend a 
solution for if the question terms do not match any concepts from the Quranic Ontol-
ogy. 

[24] suggested a Quranic semantic search tool by developing a simple domain of 
ontology for the animals mentioned in Al Quran. This paper concludes that the exist-
ing Arabic WordNet is not sufficient for finding synonyms for query words to in-
crease one’s chances of retrieving information from a document, and based on this, it 
is suggested to develop Arabic WordNet for the Al Quran words. 

[25] proposed a semantic search system for retrieving Quranic verses based on the 
enhanced ontology done by [15].  

[26] recommended a semantic search for Al Quran based on CLIR.  This research 
created a bilingual ontology: the English and Malay languages.  This ontology is 



based on the ontology developed by [15]. They did this to experiment on this ontolo-
gy for two translations of Al Quran. In the Malay translation, 5,999 verses are as-
signed to the concepts, and 237 verses do not relate to any concepts. In the English 
translation, they found 5,695 verses related to concepts in this ontology. On the other 
hand, 541 documents are not allocated to any concepts.  

 [27] has developed a tool called “Qurany” for searching the Quranic text in both 
Arabic and English. In this project, 6,236 HTML pages were created in which each 
HTML page contains one verse, its eight different English translations and the topic 
of this verse in both Arabic and English. The project’s main idea is searching Al 
Quran’s eight translations using the keyword search. This will enhance this tool’s 
precision. Regarding [27], most of the available search tools on the Web use one Eng-
lish translation in the search process, with average recall and precision values of 54% 
and 48%, respectively. 

In conclusion, all of the above research on Quranic semantic search are proposed 
frameworks for developing a semantic tool to search Al Quran. Moreover, no online 
tools for Quranic semantic search are currently up-to-date.  

2.4 Research on Ontology of The Holy Quran 

[28] developed a Semantic Quran dataset in an RDF format representing 42 different 
Al Quran translations. This dataset was built by merging data from two different 
semi-structured sources: the Tanzil project and the Quranic Arabic Corpus. This on-
tology has 7,718 links to DBpedia, 18,655 links to Wiktionary and 15,741,399 triples. 

 [24] developed an ontology for Al Quran in the scope of the animals found in Al 
Quran. The ontology provides 167 links to animals in Al Quran based on information 
found in “the Hewanat Al-Quran” book ( ラやゲボャや れゅルやヲΒェ). 

 [29] rebuilt the existing ontology created by [15] using the Protégée tool and Man-
chester OWL. He increased the number of relationships from 350 to about 650 based 
on Al Quran, the Hadith and some online Islamic resource.  

 [27] has developed a tree of nearly 1,100 nodes representing Quranic abstract con-
cepts. These concepts are linked to all verses of Al Quran. She used existing Quranic 
topics from the Islamic scholarly book called “Mushaf Al Tajweed” (ギΑヲイわャや ブエダョ). 
These concepts in the index have an aggregation relationship; the hierarchy of con-
cepts is non-reflexive, non-symmetric and transitive. 

 [15] extracted 300 concepts and 350 relations from Al Quran using predicate log-
ic. The relationship types connecting concepts are Part-of and IS-A. The ontology is 
based on a famous Al Quran discerption book called “Tafsir Ibn Kathir” ゲΒんミ リよや ゲΒジヘゎ)(  
[30]. 

 [31] developed an ontology for Al Quran in the scope of pronoun antecedents. 
This ontology consists of 1,050 concepts and more than 2,700 relations. Additionally, 
the relationship types connecting concepts are has-antecedent, has-concept and has–a-
segment. Additionally, he produced a dataset called "QurSim" containing 7,600 pairs 
of related verses that have similarity in the main topic. The scope of this dataset is the 
similarity of verses. 



 [32] unified Al Quran Arabic Corpus [15], Quran annotated with Pronominal 
Anaphora [30] and the Qurany project [27].  These datasets are merged in one XML 
file, and then the file is uploaded in the Sketch Engine tool as a unified Quranic cor-
pus.  

In conclusion, all developed Quranic ontologies have different scopes, such as an-
imals, verses’ similarity and Quranic topics. Additionally, these ontologies were built 
in different formats, such as XML, RDF and OWL. Moreover, these various datasets 
have some similarity in concepts. To overcome the limitations in existing AL-Quran 
Ontologies, we aligned the four main ontologies [15], [27], [28] and [31]. Before the 
process of matching Ontologies, all ontologies is normalized to one file format. After 
unifying ontologies in one file format, the process of alignment follows the methodol-
ogy of aligning ontology in [36] and [37]. 

3 Arabic Quranic semantic search tool 

Figure1 is a framework for a new semantic search tool called Arabic Quranic Seman-
tic Search Tool based on ontology (AQSST). This search tool aims to employ both IR 
techniques and semantic search technologies. The design of this tool is constructed 
based on the theories in proposed previous research [25], [33]–[35]. AQSST is divid-
ed into six components: Quranic Ontology (QO), Quranic Database QDB, Natural 
Language Analyser (NLA), Semantic Search Model (SSM), Keyword Search Model 
(KSM) and Scoring and Ranking Model (SRM). 

 

Fig. 1. Arabic Quranic Semantic Search tool structure (AQSST) 

Quranic Ontology (QO) contains the new aligned Quranic ontology. QDB consists of 
Al Quran text in Arabic language and eight English translations of Al Quran, four 
different Tafsir (Description of AL-Quran), Al Quran words dictionary, Revelation 
reasons, concepts in Al Quran, and Named Entities (NE) based on Al Quran domain. 

A user query undergoes different processes in NLA Model. This NLA parses a 
Natural Language query and then applies different NLP techniques on the tokenized 



query. These techniques are: spell correction, stop word removal, stemming and Part 
Of Speech (POS) tanging. After that, NLA uses Arabic WordNet to generate syno-
nyms for the reformatted query words. Then, NLA adds semantic tags to these words 
using NE list, as shown in table 2, and then sends the results to SSM. 

Table 2. Example of analysing words in a query 

Word POS Stem Semantic Tag Synonym Weight 
リヨェゲャや NOUN リヨェケ Allah Name  2 
ょもグャや NOUN ょもク Animal ラゅェゲジャや 2 
ブシヲΑ NOUN ブシヲΑ Prophet  2 
ゲゃらャや NOUN ゲゃよ Well  ⊥イャや ∂ょ  2 
ギヨエョ NOUN ギヨエョ Prophet ギヨェや 2 

 
SSM searches the Quranic ontology dataset by using SPARQL to find concepts re-

lated to the normalised query and then returns result to SRM. However, if no result is 
found KSM searches for verses contains words matching the analysed input words. 

SRM filters the retrieved results from SSM and KSM; by eliminating the redundant 
verses (aya’at). Next, SRM ranks and scores the refined results based on the number 
of matching words in the results, the NE type of both the question and the answer, and 
the short distance between matched expressions in the retrieved results and question 
words. Finally, SRM provides the results to the user and then records the selected 
result. For instance, if a user search for l-jannat “るレイャや” the retrieved result as shown in 
figure 2. 

 

Fig. 2. Search result of (るレイャや) in AQSST (dark colour is the most relevant result) 

4 Conclusion  

This paper summarises the search techniques used in existing search tools for AL 
Quran. Additionally, this paper studied the previous research have been conducted on 
Al Quran search methods and Al Ontologies. Depending on this study, many chal-
lenges have been found.  



Firstly, Limitations of existing Al Quran search tools for retrieving all requested 
information. These search tools do not prompt users to search by concepts, phrases, 
sentences, questions or topics. Most search tools do not analyse the query texts by 
applying NLP techniques, such as parsing and spell check.  

Secondly, absence of accurate and comprehensive resources for Islamic ontology. 
Existing Quranic datasets have different scopes and formats; and not follow ontology 
standards. Additionally, some Quranic ontologies are not available for usage. 

 The NER of the Arabic language is mostly focused on the modern Arabic lan-
guage. Additionally, no well-formatted NER lists exist that are specialised for 
Quranic text, such as prophets’ names, Allah’s names, animals, times, religion, and 
etc. The Arabic language is an inflected language with complicated orthography.  

Finally, all these limitations are highly considered in the design of the Arabic Se-
mantic Quranic search tools. 
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